
LABOUR PROBLEMS 

 Labour problems constituted a serious menace to 

the society, and needed solution, if not to eradicate then 

at least to mitigate them in the very beginning. 

Employers paid their sole attention to the maintenance 

of machines and the improvement of the technical 

knowhow to the utter neglect of the human hands 

employed to man the machines because they were 

readily available and could be easily replaced.1 Workers 

were illiterate and poor and therefore unconscious of 

their rights. The socio-economic status of the workers 

was far below the status of their employer. As such they 

could not exercise their free will in negotiating with the 

employer for employment. The employer taking 

advantage of the poor condition of the workers dictated 

their own terms and conditions with regard to wages, 

hours of work, leave, etc. The workers were left with no 

choice but to accept such terms because service was the 

sole means of earning their livelihood. 

Neither the Government nor the law courts took 

special notice of these problems because they laid too 

much emphasis on the policy of the non-interference and 



freedom of contract. Thus, with the lapse of time the 

situation turned out to be so worse and the society 

became so much adversely affected that the 

Government was compelled to take some action to 

remedy these problems. 

Ultimately some philanthropic agencies like Servants 

of India Society, Social Service League and some 

industrial social workers raised their voice against these 

problems. They were successful in mobilizing the public 

opinion in support of their view point. Workers also 

started to form their own organization to fight against 

exploitation at the hands of industrialists. In the 

beginning the effort of the workers was not very 

successful because of their weak bargaining power and 

lack of resources on which they could rely for their 

livelihood in the absence of wages. 

Some employers also realised the seriousness of the 

problem and the necessity of mitigating these evils for 

they affected the production of the industry, they felt 

that investment on labour welfare was a policy worth 

pursuing because a contended worker would produce 

better yields and would increase the efficiency. 



The Government too later on realized the gravity of 

the problem and could not remain a spectator for the 

workers constituted a large section of the society. 

Moreover, the government had to intervene to settle the 

disputes in the interest of national economy and the 

welfare of the society at large.  If some key industry is 

thrown out of gear, the whole system is paralysed. 

Frequent break downs of even a part of the economic 

system tend to impoverish the community. The 

prevention of industrial strife thus assumes an important 

role in national policy and the State, therefore, cannot 

afford to remain indifferent to the problems leading to 

industrial conflict. 

After independence the national government paid 

much attention to the improvement of the conditions of 

labour in industry, for the prosperity of a country 

depends upon the development and growth of industry. 

No industry can flourish unless there is industrial peace 

and co-operation.  Industrial peace is possible only with 

the co-operation of labour and capital. To ensure better 

co-operation the wage earner who is a partner in the 

production should be allowed to have his due share of 



the profit for increased production. Therefore, we have 

to shape our economic policy in such a manner as to give 

labourer his due status by offering him reasonable 

working conditions and due share in production. That 

means social justice and social security has to be 

restored to the labourer. Our Constitution guarantees 

social justice to the people of India. Social justice means 

achievement of socio-economic objectives. Labour 

legislation is one of the most progressive and dynamic 

instruments for achieving socio-economic progress. 

'There is no other branch of law which embraces such a 

wide and effective role in social engineering and social 

action. It is here that the industrial law distinguishes 

itself from other branches of law and awaits the 

development of wholly different jurisprudence to explain 

and expound it".   

 


